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Comments Share Akiba's Trip: The AnimationPosterGenreAction, comedy, SupernaturalCreated byAcquire Anime television seriesDirected byHiroshi IkehataProduced byTadashi HoshinoMasahiro SaitoKoji AbeHirotaka KanekoTomo ShiotaTetsuya EndoNoritomo Isogai supernaturalCreated byAcquire
Anime TV seriesDirected byHiroshi IkehataProduced byTadashi HoshinoMasahiro SaitoKoji AbeHirotaka KanekoTomo ShiotaTetsuya EndoNoritomo Isogai ItoRyousuke NayaToshiyuki MiichiYosuke FukushiWritten byKazuho HyodoMusic byEndō (GEEKS)StudioGonzoLicensed byNA FunimationX Tokyo
MX, BS FujiOriginal released from January 4, 2011 7 to 29 March 2017Episodes13 (Episode List) Anime and portal Akiba's Trip: The Animation is an anime adaptation of Akiba's Trip video game series. It was animated by Gonzo and aired from January 4, 2017 to March 29, 2017. The plot revolves
around teenager Otaku Tamotsu Denkigai and her sister Niwaka who are currently shopping in Akihabara, Tokyo, Japan. These creatures can possess anyone by biting them, and soon they cause complete mayhem throughout the city. As Tamotsu is about to be attacked by one of these creatures, a
mysterious girl holding a baseball bat named Matome Mayonaka swings in and rescues him. Together, Tamotsu and Matome fight against more Bugged Ones and their encounter with them continues to grow. However, while protecting Matome, Tamotsu is seriously injured by a Bugged One. Knowing
nothing to him, Matome is actually a senior bugged person trying to defend the city. With no other choice, she revived him as a senior Bugged One and forced him to join her in battle. Tamotsu, Matome, Niwaka collaborated with avid cosplayer Arisa Ahokainen and formed a group called Electric
Mayonnaise. While fighting, they noticed that the only way to destroy the Captured was to tear their clothes off and expose them to sunlight. Taking advantage of this weakness, they vow to save their city from the wrath of Bugged Ones. Protagonist Tamotsu Denkigai (伝花凱タモツ, Denkigai Tamotsu)
Voiced by: Haruki Ishiya (Japanese); Alejandro Saab [1] An otaku was turned into an outbreak by Matome after he sacrificed his life to save her. Now he helps Matome in her fight with the eavesdropping and establishes the vigilante group Electric Mayonnaise. Tamotsu is very focused on any hobby that
attracts his interest, often neglecting responsibility for his obsession. Of all his hoies, he enjoys playing with older technology, such as eight-bit arcade games and amateur radio devices. You're going to lose your odd job to money for his Otaku habits. By the end of the anime, Tamotsu fell in love with
Matome. Matome Mayonaka (万世架まとめ, Mayonaka Matome)) Voiced by: Takahashi Rie (Japanese); Jad Saxton [1] A senior bugged person protects Akiba from her form. She was identified as the leader of the vigilante group Electric Mayonnaise, a she initially resisted but was accepted quickly. She
is often referred to by friends as Mayo because her last name is very similar to the word mayonnaise. She saves Tomatsu's life by calling a ritual to turn him into an arrested person by sharing a kiss with him. She, Arisa and Niwaka formed an idol group with a former idol as their manager. Matome is
Urame's twin sister and Fukame's niece. Having lived in Akiba for so long, she developed a love for food and enjoyed dining at restaurants scattered around the city. Matome begins to love Tamotsu very early but does not convey his feelings to him until near the end of the anime. Arisa Ahokainen (有紗‧
アホカイネン, Ahokainen Arisa?) Voiced by Yuki Nagaku (Japanese); Natalie Hoover (English)[1] A Finnish otaku usually wears cosplay costumes. Despite being human, Arisa possesses superhuman powers and is well versed in some martial arts. She is the third member of electric mayonnaise. She,
Matome and Niwaka, formed an idol group with a former idol as their manager. Her slogan is Moi, which means Hello or Hello in Finnish. [2] Niwaka Denkigai (伝花凱わにか, Denkigai Niwaka) Voiced by: Marika Kōno (Japanese); Bryn Apprill (English)[1] Tamotsu's sister. She is a high school student and
like her older brother, Niwaka is an otaku and often stays with him on many of his adventures in Akiba. She provides financial support and forwards messages back to their parents when she visits. She, Matome and Arisa formed an idol group with a former idol as their manager. Both she and Arisa knew
very early on about Matome's feelings for Tamotsu. Tasujin Ratu (タスジン‧ラトゥ, Ratu Tasujin?) Voiced by: Misaki Kuno (Japanese); Monica Rial (English)[3] A smart Indian professor moves on a Segway. Her original intention was to study eavesdropping people but became a support member of
Electric Mayonnaise. Often give advice to the group and provide inventions for their battles. Kage-san (かげさ⼦) Voiced by: Jouji Nakata (Japanese); Jeremy Inman (English)[3] Tamotsu's otaku friend who knows a lot about Akihabara. Often give him advice on any tamotsu homing that is working at the
moment. He has a very simple design similar to an emoji. Vigilante Group Suidōbashi (⽔道橋) Voiced by: Mariko Honda (Japanese); Alison Viktorin (English)[3] Kozakura (⼩桜) Voiced by: Takao Yuki (Japanese); Morgan Garrett (English)[3] Shōhei (昌平) Voiced by Kengo Kawanishi (Japanese); Chris
Guerrero (English)[3] Hijiri (聖) Voiced by: Shou Tajima (Japanese); Cris George (English)[3] Metrotica Fukame Mayonaka (万世架ふかお, Mayonaka Fukame?) Voiced by: Masumi Asano (Japanese); Dawn M. Bennett (English)[3] Mysterious women dressed in black. She is revealed to be the leader of
Metrotica, and also the grandmother of Matome and Urame. She believes that people have and dye Akiba. Fukame now wants to control and manipulate them to bring Akiba back to its former glory, or remove from the area all together. Even if it means destroying Akiba and rebuilding it back in her image.
Masuto Niikura (新倉マスト, Niikura Masuto?) Voiced by Kazuyuki Okitsu (Japanese); Clifford Chapin (English)[3] A GonTuber working for Metrotica. Urame Mayonaka (万世架まとめ, Mayonaka Urame?) Voiced by: Rie Takahashi (Japanese); Felecia Angelle (English)[3] Matome's twin sister and
Fukame's niece. She resented her sister's departure from the family. It is believed that Matome betrayed her and their grandmother's dream of removing Akiba for its poisoned corruption. Hardman (シードマン, Hādoman?) Voiced by: Tesshō Genda (Japanese); Christopher R. Sabat (English)[3] A High
Class Bugged One, who runs a military weapons store. Naisu Muramura (シイス村々, Naisu Muramura?) Voiced by: Bin Shimada (Japanese); Greg Ayres (English)[3] A free photographer and cameraman of Chibusa. Lawrie Barbara (シーリー‧シーシラ, Rōrī Bābara) Voiced by: Aya Hisakawa
(Japanese); Rachel Robinson (English)[3] She is the CEO of Mofmap. Tsutomu Kuroi (黒井勤, Tsutomu Kuroi?) Voiced by: Takagi Wataru (Japanese); R Bruce Elliott (English)[3] He is the CEO of Maid &amp; Butler Izakaya GON-chan café. Diva Risa MacMaWhite (出井⾺リサ‧マクマホワイト, Deiba
Risa Makumahowaito?) Voiced by: Shoko Nakagawa (Japanese); Janelle Lutz (English)[3] She is the manager of the Master. Black Hole Kurota (シラックホール 黒⽥, Burakkuhōru Kurota?) Voiced by: Tetsu Inada (Japanese); Chris Rager [3] He is a well-known competitive eater. Other characters Momo
Tsukumo (ツクモモモ, Tsukumo Momo?) Voiced by: Momoi Halko (Japanese); Lara Woodhull [3] Akiba's famous free agent maid. She's very tall. Mashiro Kuga (空間真⽩) Voiced by: Chinami Hashimoto (Japanese); Kristen McGuire (English)[3] She runs a Anything Agency job center. Chibusa Benikage
(ばにかげ ちぶさ, Benikage Chibusa) Voiced by: Chiaki Takahashi (Japanese); Whitney Rodgers (English)[3] A former idol was the manager of the idol group formed by Matome, Niwaka and Arisa. Denko Busujima (毒島電⼦, Busujima Denko?) Voiced by: Ayana Taketatsu (Japanese); Leah Clark
(English)[3] A former research partner of Ratu. Matsuko (マツシ) Voiced by: Aoi Yūki (Japanese); Brittany Lauda [3] She is a popular gamer. Jiro Nishi (北四時労, Nishi Jiro?) Voiced by: Arthur Lounsbery (Japanese); Austin Tindle (English)[3] Head Butler at Maid &amp; Butler Izakaya GON-chan café. Kin
Shukudo (祝⼤⼟働, Shukudo Kin?) Voiced by: Sayuri Hara (Japanese); Michelle Lee (English)[3] Head Maid at Maid &amp; Butler Izakaya GON-chan café. Master Cage by: Atsushi Tamaru (Japanese); Ricco Fajardo (English)[3] He is a former teacher of Iketeru Masada (政⽥池輝, Masada Iketeru)
Voiced by: Daisuke Ono (Japanese); Tyson Rinehart (English)[3] He is the CEO of Princess Company. Taiyō Tenkawa (⼤川太陽, Tenkawa Taiyō)) Voiced by: Wataru Hatano (Japanese); Ian Sinclair (English)[3] Anime An anime television adaptation titled Akiba's Trip: The Animation was announced at
the Tokyo Game Show on September 15, 2016. [4] The anime celebrates the 25th anniversary of gonzo studios. [4] It was directed by Hiroshi Ikehata and written by Kazuho Hyodo, with animation by Gonzo. [5] The character design was produced by Hajime Mitsuda. [5] The opening theme song is Ikken
Rakuchaku Goyoujin, performed by the voice actress music unit Earphones,[6] while each episode features a different ending song sung by different singers or bands under the album title AKIBA'S COLLECTION. The series aired from January 4, 2017 to March 29, 2017 and aired on AT-X, Tokyo MX and
BS Fuji. [7] Crunchyroll streamed the film while Funimation streamed an English dubbing. [8] This was the first simuldub funimation with episodes released on the original Japanese airing date. [9] The series was used as a testing ground for faster simuldub releases with the goal of having new episodes
thirty minutes after its premiere in Japan. AkibaB Ambitious's fairy! by YuiKaoriJanuary 4, 2017 (2017-01-04) The life of Tamotsu Denkigai in Akiba changed when he met a red-haired fighting girl. Tamotsu dies to protect her but is revived by her kissing him and is told his fate is to fight like her. 2 We
formed a team - Call us Mayo Electric! Chīmu Kessei, Rya Kushi te Denma (Japanese: シーシ結成、略⼤て電マ)Rely Miraiby mimimemeMIMIJanuary 11, 2017 (2017-01-11) After being matome In addition, he needed a job, and used at a gun and military shop that turned out to be a home eavesdropping.
However, after beating him, he disappeared. Matome reveals that low-level eavesdropping is back to normal. Bosses and senior eavesdropping people however disappear, and that's what happens to Tamotsu and Matome if they are striped. 3Who happens when you mindlessly follow someone who gives
you a debut idolAidorudebyū dekiru to kiite, hoihoi tsuite itta kekka (Japanese: アイドルシビシーで⼤と聞いて、ホイホイついてった結果)Sanki Tōsen[a] by EarphonesJanuary 18, 2017 The girls formed an idol group called Manias. 4Ham Radio FightersMusen hamu faitāzu (Japanese: 無線HAMファイ
ターズ)Sanki Tōsenby All mobile phones and devices in Akiba began to explode. The team struggles to combat one of the eavesdropping people who use EM waves to destroy their clothes. The team decided to contact the professor's professor via radio because it could not be hacked. The only problem
is that he is in Brazil, on the other side of the world. 5No reason I want LoseMakeru yōso, nashi! (Japanese: 負け⼤要素、な⼤!) Chōhannō Girl of AŌPFebruary 1, 2017 (2017-02-01) At a video game, a eavesdropping person took Niwaka hostage to force Tamotsu into a fighting game tournament and
defeat a top gamer. If he refuses, he will put Niwaka's life in danger. 6Your Memory is FullMemori ga ippai (Japanese: メモリがいっぱい)Kokoro no Memoryby every♥ing! February 8, 2017 (2017-02-08) There is a sale for computers, but Tamotsu decides to build its own. With the help of his professor, he
created a computer with a talking AI named Pyuko. 7Only a Liar Says Something Is Too HardMuri to iu no wa usotsuki no kotoba (Japanese: 無理というのはウソ⼤の⾔葉)Koi ni Shinzan! by Shoko Nakagawa February 15, 2017 (2017-02-15) After breaking down one of Niwaka's limited edition statues,
Tamotsu gets a new job at a maid/house house houseming café, soon becoming a hypnotic place for ordinary people including Tamotsu. 8Akihabara Grand TournamentAkihabara dai butō-kai (Japanese: 秋葉原⼤武闘会)Fighting☆Dramatic by Milky Holmes February 22, 2017 (February 22, 2017) On a
walk to buy a rice cooker, Arisa runs on 9Whoa, I Battled with Game Cards! Gēmu no kādo de tatakatte shimatta nodesuga! (Japanese: ゲーシのカードま戦って⼤まったのますが!) Sekai jū no AKIHABARA de of Haruko MomoiMarch 1, 2017 (2017-03-01) Tamotsu receives a rare battle card in Battle
Creatures, a game in which he participates. Meanwhile, the police team began to break up due to the circle crushing the girls. The group traced the origins of the princess company where the girls came from. Tamotsu challenges the leader in a card battle he accepts. 10You opened your monimen canal?!
Yūmon aite shimatta nodesu ka? (Japanese: 幽⾨開いて⼤まったのまか?) Kūfukukara Yarinaose! by petit miladyMarch 8, 2017 (2017-03-08) Tamotsu's friend has a girlfriend that makes him jealous. Niwaka and Arisa trick Matome into dating him. Except the only thing they do is eat. However, when they
enter a ramen shop, they meet a guy named Black Hole Kurota. Kurota and Matome have a ramen eating contest that Matome wins with one bite. Matome, somehow still hungry is dragged by Tamotsu to get dessert. Meanwhile, someone like Matome watching them. 11 Midsummer Akiba Festival Head!
Manatsu does not kaimaku! (Japanese: 真夏のアキシフェス開幕!) DIVE TO LIVEby i☆RisMarch 15, 2017 (2017-03-15) Girls prepare to debut during the Akiba festival, while Matome-like girls still follow them. Mayonnaise power is framed for many bad things and decides to arrest the criminals themselves
to prove their innocence. While fighting with professors taking pictures to prove their innocence. The girls are ready to perform only for the canceled Akiba festival. Later, Tamotsu receives a call from Matome, who is fighting another Matome. However, after finding her, he is falsely kissed by Matome,



turning him into a human, and then falls into the water as soon as Matome actually finds him. 12M Mayo's Falling Apart! Denma ga barabaraja nēka! (Japanese: 電マがシラララじゃねーか!) Thank Youby EarphonesMarch 22, 2017 (2017-03-22) Matome's copy is revealed to be named Urame and
Metrotica convinces the government to pass a law banning otaku from Akiba. Tamotsu wakes up and realizes he is human again. Although Tamotsu wants his powers back to help, Matome refuses to give him the curse. Arisa is required by the CEO to go to Diamonds, CEO of a large company. After
saying goodbye, Matome leaves alone while Tamotsu becomes crazier than before. People began to protest the law, but sooner or later they were arrested. Matome and Urame have a hand-to-hand fight and in a hand-to-hand fight, Urame reveals that she is Matome's twin sister, and in the past, Matome
left the clan to fight against the eavesdropping and their grandmother was the leader of Metrotica. Matome begins to lose the fight before Tamotsu arrives and kisses Matome to regain his power, and overwhelms Urame. As Urame begins to get up, Arisa falls from the sky revealing that Diamond's pet
panda is in danger. Matome and Urame's grandmother announced that if they could not have Akiba, there would be no one. 13 Akiba's last move-March 29, 2017 (2017-03-29) Arisa, Niwaka and Professor intervene in the resistance membership transition and they all escape while Tamotsu and Matome
find her grandmother, Fukame. They defeated Masuto Niikura to tell them of the overall plan to take over Akiba and how to enter her hideout. They began talking about Matome's past and also learned that she was 78 years old. After Tamotsu sets many traps, they meet Fukame's elite bodyguards, who
have power from Fukame himself and copies of the eavesdropping people they have defeated. The guards retreated and ran back to Fukame only to be sent down a trough through the ground. Fukame overwhelms Tamotsu in one shot and binds Matome to say her opinion of Akiba. Tamotsu punches her
in the face and along with Matome says that no one can say that the whole community is broken. Enraged, Fukame turns Matome into a monster and begins to destroy Akiba. The professor has a plan but it requires the members of Mania are present so Urame, who has dementia from her previous fight,
takes Matome's place. Tamotsu makes Matome remember Akiba and is thrown away. Pyuko arrives and rescues him and Matome. Mania performs and light sticky crowds keep Tamotsu and Matome power up. That power creates a human-like creature that defeats Fukame and her metal. Once the battle
is over, Fukame apologizes to Matome and disappears. When the law was changed and Akiba was rebuilt, Mania performed as it now includes Niwaka, Arisa and Urame. Tamotsu and Matome discover that they still can't leave Akiba. As they kiss and watch the sunrise, Fukame's air-sucking professor
asks Fukame some questions. Note ^ San's collage (三, three; meaning heroine trio) and Ikki Tousen ^ The cover version of the title track ending in the previous episode was sung by the Manias group, which consists of the three heroines of the story and is starred by three voice actresses from
earphones. Reference ^ a 5 c d e English SimulDub Cast Announcement – Akiba's Trip. Funimation. January 3, 2017. Retrieved March 10, 2019. ^ 有紗‧アホカイネン | AKIBA'S TRIP -THE ANIMATION- 公式サイト. Archived from the original on January 16, 2017. Retrieved January 22, 2017. ^ a b c d
e f g h i j k l m n o p q r t u v w x y Official Winter 2017 SimulDub Lineup. Funimation. January 3, 2017. Retrieved March 10, 2019. ^ a 5 c d Akiba's Trip Game Gets TV Anime in January by Gonzo. Anime News Network. September 15, 2016. Retrieved September 15, 2016. a 5 Green, Scott (September
15, 2016). Anime TV to adapt Akiba's Trip Vampire Stripping Games. Crispy. Retrieved September 15, 2016. ^ イヤホンズ、Newシングル発売記念イベントま来年1シ放送TVアシメ『AKIBA'S担 TRIP October 30, 2016. Retrieved October 31, 2016. ^ Akiba's Trip Anime Reveals More of Cast, 1st Trailer,
January 4 Debut. Anime News Network. November 8, 2016. Retrieved November 8, 2016. ^ Crunchyroll, Funimation to Stream Saga of Tanya the Evil, Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid, Hand Shakers, More. Anime News Network. January 3, 2017. Retrieved January 3, 2017. ^ Funimation's Trip Anime Dub
to Premiere 30 Minutes After Japanese Broadcast. Anime News Network. January 3, 2017. Retrieved January 7, 2021. External link Akiba's Trip: The Animation (anime) official anime website at Anime News Network's encyclopedia taken from
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